The main result of the paper is the proof of the applicability of hypercomplex methods for elliptic boundary value problems in outer domains, i.e. domains, which lies outside a closed compact surface.
Introduction
In the last years operator principles for the solution of elliptic boundary value problems have got an increasing importance. K. GUrlebeck and W. Sprossig have found in [2] an operator calculus for several boundary value problems in bounded domains which is based on quaternionic analysis. The aim of the present paper is to obtain similar results for unbounded domains.
Let H be the quaternionic algebra with the basis e0 , e1 , e2 , e3 . Every element a E H has the unique representation a a,e1 with the real coefficients a. The conjugate qua-
ternion a is defined by a = a0 e0 -a.e1 = Rea -Ima and the norm by lal = (aa)I'2. Let G C R 3 be a domain which lies outside a closed compact, sufficiently smooth surface àG = F. An H-valued function fwill be written by f (x) 0fj(x)e1 with I',: G W.
Each point x € R' may be identified with a quaternion of the form x = xi e1 . The following operator will play an essential role in our considerations: Let u C C 1(G) n then we have Du = 16eu with 6 i 6/6x1, 1 1, 2, 3,
(T u)(x) -c(x -y)u(y)dG, with e(x) -x/(4itIxI3), (Fru)(x) = Jr e(x -y)a(y)u(y)dF, x e F,
where a = ae1, and ((X 1 , a 2 , a 3 ) is the unit vector of the inner normal at the point y,
(Sru)(x) 2fre(x -y)a( y)u(y)dF, X F,
where the integral is to be understand in the sense of Cauchy's principal value. The projections Or r(f Sr)1 2 and P (I + Sr)12 are defined in [9] . By! we want to denote the identical operator. The Banach spaces
w2k ' , 7 J(G) , ,k.[8J(Q) (8cR, k e H,.(r) (i eR), C H ( G ), CH (O :5 k5 co)
are defined by their components, which belong to the corresponding scalar-valued spaces. Proof: We have
with i + y > 0, < 1/2. Furthermore,
and, if y > 0,
with '> w>0 (cf.
[6]),Ify =Owe get the same inequalitywith = -= 0.Now we obtain 2 11T Because of GC Gor C R3 \G there exists a 6>0 such that dist(GF) Sand Ix -yl ^ 6 for all x E Q • and y E F. Furthermore e(x -y) is a harmonic function in G • and from [5] we get the estimate DFruI :5 Cix _y(2+II), Ca Constant.
If mes
using l(y)1 2 = 1, mes F < and also mes G * < . If G is unbounded we decompose
Then we have mes G, < o and analogously we get
2H(r).
In G 2 we have ID,e(x -y)l :5 CI'x _yL (2 ^ C6 1 ' 4(1 + IxIY 2 and now it follows the estimate 
IIk II3Iak
Now we consider
Lemma 3.1: The operator TGD admits an extension to a continuous map from into W2kH (G_), k € N\{0}, G as defined in Theorem 3.3.
Proof: If u W2'H(G), then truE w2k ,. /2(r)c L2H(f) is a continuous imbedding.
Thus we obtain the continuity of! and Frtr:
then by means of the Borel-Pompeiu formula we have T0 Du = Fu + u in G and T0Du Fr u in R3 \ 0 and so we get
Theorem 3.4:The Bore! -Pompeiu formula can be generalized for functions u € W H( G).

Proof: Let u E l4H(G).Then there exists u€ CORH(G)SUCh that hun -u ll w i -0 if n-+
and -Fu+ TcDu = in R in G 3\.
2,H
Now for every domain G, in case U 4 C G and G C R 3 \ G we obtain 
Lemma 3.2: For each u € W21 Q H ( G ), k€ , we haveàkTuEW21H(G) and
ak(TCu)(x) = -Jôk.xe(x -y)u(y)dG (3.1) ± e(x j -y)Ix -y I 1 (x k Yk)Ix -yI1dS.
1=1
Proof: The first integral in (3.1) is singular and a simple computation shows the existence of the integral in the sense of Cauchy's principal value. Using [6: p. 316] we get that this integral is bounded in W2 (G). Obviously, the second integral in (3.1) delivers a finite value. For u € W2kH (G) There exists the limit of the right-hand side for u, -u in W2kH (G) and is equal to the right-hand side of (3.1). Because of the closure of the operator of differentiation there exists T0 u and is equal to the right-hand side of (3.1). Therefore we also get from (3.1) Proof: Using Lemma 3.2 we get
Obviously, the relation
is valid. Now we consider 
Because of e . e + ej e j = 0 for i,j 0 and I*J we get Proof: The compactness of F guarantees the existence of a fixed n such that F C B and dist(F,R 3 \B) >1. Let u E W2k/2(r).Then there exists a continuous extension v W2H ( G ) with trv= u. If we use the Borel-Pompeiu formula we obtain Fru = T0 Dv -v. With Corollary 3.1 we obtain Fru € w2H( Go B) and from Theorem 3.3 we obtainFru
W21'H (G\B , ).Thus II Fr u Uw k (0) I}FruIIwk(cB + IlFruIIwk(G\B)I
Theorem 3.7: The operator 
A decomposition formula of L2,H(G)
First we will give a representation of harmonic H-valuedfunctions. Then we prove a decomposition formula of L2H( G ), which is important for our applications in Section 5. Iul-4Oiflxl-, 
Theorem 4.1: Let uEker(G)n%(G),
______ k *' (G) ______ ______ ___ T I'2.Hn ker(G) n kerD(R3\G) tr im Qr o k +1/2
W2H (F).
Proof:
We consider the sequence (8 < -1)
i.e. P and Q map into itself. 
Now we prove that Pu
QPu (I -P)Pu (P -P 2 )u = 0, PQuP(l -P)u = (P -P 2 )u 0, which show that the statements of the lemma are true U Now we have shown that P and Q are projections. In the following theorem we will show that P and Q are even orthoproject ions.
Theorem 4.3 (Decomposition Theorem):
We have the decomposition
where denotes the orthogonal sum with the inner product of L 2, H . The orthoprojections are P and Q, respectively. 
Proof: Take X1 = kerD(G)riL 2 (G) and X2 D(W'(G)).Let ueL2,H(G).Then Pu
+ Q u Pu + u -Pu = u, i.e. L2 H(s) C X1 + X2 . Obviously X1 + X2 C L 2, H (G). Let U € X1 n W21,
S. Applications
Now we want to apply our operator calculus to the Dirichlet problem and the Stokes problem. 
) and so trT0 QT0 f = 0 holds U Now we consider the Stokes problem for outer domains
and also the problem 
